
 

 

 
Abstract— Day after day the dependence on smart devices is 

increasing, especially smart phones. As, smartphone is not just a 
phone device but also it is smart TV, GPS, smart camera and tablets, 
with expansion in the use of mobile in critical tasks such as online 
banking services, business transactions, and storing critical 
information such as credit cards, passwords and personal data, the 
malware’s attacks are increased. Most of current malware detection 
solutions for mobile devices can detect known malware but cannot 
detect newfangled malware and others malware detection techniques 
depend on monitoring the behavior of the malware but the monitoring 
on the Smartphone can be a very heavy consuming task.  

Hence, there is a need to develop a mobile malware detection that 
can provide an effective solution  to  protect  the  mobile  user  from  
any  malware and  at   the  same  t ime  address  the  limitation  of  
mobile  devices environment. In this paper we focused on extracted 
android system permissions from android applications .apk files. The 
research focused in reducing the number of android permissions to be 
used as features for machine learning classifier to detect android 
malware application.  

 
Keywords— Android, Smartphones, Malware Detection, 

Machine learning.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
ow a day's, smartphone is very popular and widely used 
in business and personal life. A lot of mobile phone users 

are rapidly switching to smartphones. According to eMarketer 
[1], it is expected that around 49% of the mobile phone users 
globally are likely to use smartphones by 2017. The great 
popularity of the smartphones is because of their powerful 
capabilities such as video calling, capturing images, recording 
video, playing digital media, sending and receiving emails, 
web browsing and access online banking services capturing 
images, recording audio and video, video calling, playing 
digital media, sending and receiving emails, web browsing, 
using social networks such as Facebook and Twitter, and 
communicating using Bluetooth and WIFI.  

Smartphone users save important data on their phones, such 
as phone numbers, SMS messages, photos, passwords, credit 
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card numbers, therefore smart phones are a very interesting 
target for attackers and malicious software.  O ne important 
characteristic of smartphones that its ability to install third-
party applications from many markets whether official or non-
official. Unfortunately, there is no control on the non-official 
markets, therefore attackers can upload their application 
whether games, media or others applications to these markets 
and attempt to embed malicious program into benign 
applications  

Many users download mobile applications without any 
thought of security. Whereas, with the rapid increase in the 
use of smartphones, the number of mobile applications is 
increasing, and according to PortioResearch [2] downloading 
of mobile applications will continue to grow to exceed 200 
billion applications by the end of year 2017, The number of 
markets which allow users to download applications are 
increasing and the number of non-official market are also 
increasing but non-official market do n ot impose security 
measures on the phone applications that are being uploaded by 
developers so many hackers upload malicious applications to 
these markets 

Actually, most smartphones users download mobile 
applications without any attention of security issue. Therefore, 
it is important to use a methodology to detect the malware 
applications before installing it on the phone. 

The problem of detecting malware for smartphone presents 
a lot of challenges due to limited resources availability. 
Smartphones have limited hardware capabilities in comparison 
to the hardware capabilities of traditional computers, as 
smartphones have limited memory, and limited battery energy. 
So, current solutions for computers may not be applicable on 
smartphones.  

Moreover, most current malware detection techniques 
depend on extract signatures pattern for malwares, and all 
malwares signatures are stored in repository. This repository 
represents malwares signature database to identify malware. 
The antivirus should search in the database for matching 
signatures, but it cannot detect new malwares.  

On other hand, the other set of techniques depend on 
monitoring the behavior of malware during the run time but 
monitoring can be a very heavy consuming task [3]-[5].  

Monitoring can be performed on remote servers but it is 
dependent on external server, which means there can be server 
down problems and network congestion [6].  

With very rapid development in smartphones also its 
operating system have evolved so the techniques and 
approaches that applied on the previous Mobile operating 
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system need to be modified to be applicable with current 
operating system.  

The most common mobile operating systems are Android, 
Blackberry, iOS, Windows Phone and Symbian.  

Statista [7] expected that Android is expected to account for 
62.4 percent of global tablet shipments in 2017, thus taking 
over as the market leader. Statista also expected that the  
smartphones deploying Android as operating system are 
forecast to reach around 1.5 billion units by 2018[8]. Cisco 
security report for 2014 finds 99% of all new mobile malware 
is targeting Android [9]. Android's Google Play store has 
officially reached over 1 million applications, and applications 
download have also grown to over 50 bi llion [10]. Several 
third-party Android Marketplaces exist without restricted 
security rules for submit applications.  

The challenge of how to detect smartphones malwares 
depends mainly on how to extract the application features. 
Those features are then used to categorize the application as 
malware or as benign application. This research introduces a 
mechanism to select reduced number of application features, 
which are used in anomaly detection system to detect android 
malwares before installing it on smartphone. 

The rest of the paper organized as follows. We start in 
section II with a brief background on malware detection 
techniques, in section III a survey of previous relevant studies. 
, in section IV brief background on android operating system , 
in section V describes  the  methods  we  used to collect data , 
extract features and building the dataset , in sections VI , VII  
we present the experiments and the  evaluation  results. Finally 
in section VIII discuss the results and conclusion. 

II. MALWARE DETECTION TECHNIQUES 
There are two main categories of smartphones malware 

detection techniques, which are static detection techniques and 
dynamic detection techniques [3]-[5]. The major difference 
between static and dynamic analysis is how the data is 
acquired. 

Static detection represents an approach of checking source 
code or compiled code of applications before it gets executed. 
It identifies malicious code by unpacking and disassembling 
the application to extract features for anomaly detection. It can 
use simple pattern search operation or slightly more complex 
machine learning approaches in order to detect weakness in 
the code of software. 

On other hand, dynamic set of techniques identify malicious 
behaviors after executing the application on an emulator or 
controlled environment.  

Static based techniques are fast, flexible and easy to be 
automated, which means, they are suitable for mobile devices 
whereas, in dynamic based analysis the monitoring can be a 
very heavy consuming task. Also, in dynamic based analysis, 
the malware can change his behavior during rum time and 
cannot be detected.  

On other hand, there is different identification techniques 
depending on the type of identification carried out, detection 
systems can be classified as either anomaly-based, signature 
based system.  

Anomaly-based identification attempts to model normal and 
non-normal behaviors during the training phase. Anomaly 
detection techniques have the potential to detect newfangled 
malware. However, they are prone to detect rare legitimate 
behaviors as malicious [5]. 

Signature-based identification aims at identifying known 
malicious by means of predefined patterns of signatures. The 
main benefit of signature detection lies in its accuracy 
detecting well-known attacks. In this regard, maintaining an 
up-to-date database with a massive amount of signatures poses 
a major challenge. Furthermore, resource-constrained devices 
are not capable of processing big amount of signatures [5]. 
Also, they need human expertise to develop new malware 
signatures, which is time consuming. 

Static signature-based technique is very efficient and 
reliable to identify known malwares; otherwise, they cannot 
detect unknown malwares. Signatures must be up-to-date that 
lead to a massive amount of signatures. On other hand, 
anomaly based techniques have the ability to detect unknown 
malwares.  

III. RELATED WORK 
Crowdroid [11] and MADAM [12] are among the research 

works that perform android malware detection by monitoring   
the dynamic malware behavior through the system call. The 
drawback of this method is the high energy consumption as 
monitoring system calls consume lots of resources of a mobile 
device. Yerima [13] proposed approach based on Bayesian 
classification models obtained from static code analysis to 
detect android malware. Borja Sanz [14] proposed PUMA 
which they extract permission to train machine learning 
algorithm and they use all permissions and the best accuracy 
result with RandomForest is 0.8637.  Xing Liu proposed a 
two-layered permission based detection scheme for detecting 
malicious Android applications [15]. 

IV. ANDROID SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
Android [16] is open source OS built on Linux for mobile 

devices. As shown in Fig. 1, Android system consists of: 
• Linux kernel provides basic system services, such as 

process scheduling.   
• Intermediate layer include Android native libraries and 

Android runtime environment.  
• Android native libraries include core libraries such as 

the system C library, media libraries; various system 
components in the upper layers use these libraries.  

• Android runtime environment is the Dalvik virtual 
machine.  

• Application Framework layer is which make it easy for 
developers to develop new applications.  

• Application layer include core applications, such as 
call, message and third-party developed applications.  
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Fig. 1 Android Software Stack [17] 
 
Android applications are developed with Google Android 

SDK [18] and written in Java language. Then the source code 
is compiled into .dex file, and packaged in an .apk archive for 
installation.  

Android permits application installation from third party 
vendors mean that Google has no control over the quality or 
safety of the applications provided in these stores.  

Android Permissions is a critical design point of the 
Android security architecture is that no application has 
permission to perform any operation that would impact other 
applications, the operating system, or the user , this includes 
reading or writing the user's private data (such as contacts or 
e-mails), reading or writing another application's files, 
performing network access etc [19].  

Android sandboxes applications from each other so, 
application must explicitly share resources and data. They do 
this by declaring the permissions they need for additional 
capabilities not provided by the basic sandbox. Applications 
statically declare the permissions they require, and the 
Android system prompts the user for consent at the time the 
application is installed [19]. 

V. RESEARCH METHODS 
The analysis of applications is often to classify an 

application as malicious or benign. In classification features 
are used to make decisions. Application features are required 
to be informative to produce an accurate decision. 

In many real-world applications, numerous features are 
used in an attempt to ensure accurate classification. If all those 
features are used to build up classifiers, then they operate in 
high dimensions, and the learning process becomes 
computationally and analytically complicated. Hence, there is 
a need to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space before 
classification. 

This work mainly aims to extract android application 
features based on dimensionality reduction technique that 
extracts a s ubset of new features from the original set of 
features by means of some functional mapping keeping as 
much information in the data as possible. 

A. Collect Data 
To conduct experiments, a dataset of real Android 

applications and real malware in considered. In particular, an 
initial dataset of 325 malware and 325 be nign android 
applications is acquired. The malwares are collected from 
Contagio Malware Dump [20] Android Malware Dump [21] 
and MalShare [22]. 

 Malware applications represent more than 89 android 
malware families [23], [24]. Whereas, the benign applications 
cover all android categories in Google play store [25]. 

B. Extract Features  
Android permissions control the access to sensitive 

resources and functionalities. Permissions allow an application 
to access potentially dangerous API functionality. Many 
applications require several permissions to function properly. 
These permissions must be listed explicitly in the application’s 
Manifest.xml file. Every application must have an android 
Manifest.xml in its root directory. The manifest presents 
essential information about the application to the Android 
system. 

Using the permissions as features for machine learning 
classifier can help to detect the malware before the 
installation. So, analyzing the android applications manifest 
files to identify the permission set requested by that 
application can considered as an informative methodology for 
anomaly based feature extraction in static manner. 

First of all, the application .apk file is decompressed to 
retrieve the content. All permissions used by each APK file 
are extracted statically using python [26] script that is 
developed based on AndroGuard API [27]. We developed a 
python script to automate the extraction of the features. The 
developed script unpack the apk files to classes.dex and the 
manifest file  i n binary format, then convert the manifest  to 
xml file, where, all permissions used by the application can be 
extracted.   

 All permissions from manifest files are extracted based on 
the following methodology:  

 
- VectorV contains all android system permissions. 
-  For each application there is features vector iV contains 

all features for each application the feature vector 
represents all android system permissions. So, for each 
application ia   in the Applications set A there is binary 

vector },...,,,{ 321 ni vvvvV =  where, n is number of 
permissions available in the Android system, and,  
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- The variable C is the type of the applications to be 
benign or malware  where { }Benign , Malware ∈C   

- The creating of matrix M process is described by 
following algorithm  : 
 

Input: set A contain all apk files and vector V contain all 
android system permissions                                                                   
Output: matrix M contain all vectors iV  
 
for each ia  in A do 

       Extract all permissions from ia and set it to set iS  

       for each ij Ss  ∈  do  

             if Vs j   ∈    do 

                  in Vv  ∈    = 1 
             else  
                  in Vv  ∈    = 0 
             end if  
       end for 
       Set iV  in M  
end  for  

After applying the previous methodology on all of the 
collected dataset, we noted, that the benign application use 
1141 permissions and malware application use 4882 
permissions. Approximately, malware applications use nearly 
three times permissions more than benign applications, that 
means malwares actually use permissions to access functions 
the benign applications not use. 

C. Reducing number of features 
 Actually, we count 151 android system permissions 

according to android 5.0 Lollipop with API level-21 [28],[29] 
considering all of android permissions as a feature set will 
produce an enormous feature vector for each application. So it 
is required to reduce the number of the application features, 
where the high dimension data makes testing and training of 
general classification methods complicated.  

The goal of data reduction is to find a minimum set of 
features such that the resulting probability distribution of the 
data classes is as close as possible to the original distribution 
obtained using all features. Using the reduced set of features 
has additional benefits. It reduces the number of features 
appearing in the discovered patterns, helping to make the 
patterns easier to be understood. Further it enhances the 
classification accuracy and learning runtime.   

In the conducted experiments, applying the previously 
stated methodology for feature extraction based on android 
permissions produced a matrix M, which contains the vectors 
of the android system permissions of all collected applications. 
For reducing the feature set, a preprocessing step has been 
performed, which is removing all zero-frequency-permissions 
in the binary matrix M . The permissions that its frequency is 

zero are those which are not used by any malware or benign 
applications, the number of features were reduced to 114 
features. 

Then, to select the most informative feature set, two feature 
selections methodologies are applied [30],[31], namely 
information gain and Gain Ratio based feature selection 
methods. The information gain and Gain Ratio score are 
calculated for each permission - attribute in M matrix- that is 
for telling how important a given attribute of the feature 
vectors is. 
InfoGain and GainRatio are calculated as following: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )nn vCHCHvCInfoGain |, −=                 (1) 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) )(/)|(, nnn vHvCHCHvCGainRatio −=                  (2) 
     
     Where H is the information entropy,  Y and X  are random 
variables and  P  is the probability. 
 

( ) ( ) ( )ibi ii ii xPxPxIxPXH log)()( ∑∑ −==             (3) 

    
    Where the conditional entropy of two events X and Y   
 

( ) ( )∑= ji ji

j
ji yxP

yP
yxPYXH

, ,
)(

log,)|(                             (4) 

 
After calculating the score for each permission, all 

permissions that its score is zero are removed. Two sets of 
features (permissions) have been produced, the first set of 
permissions calculated by InfoGain shown in Fig. 2, and the 
second set calculated by GainRatio shown Fig. 3.   

D. The best reduced dataset  
Now there are three datasets:  
• First, Dataset#1, which is based on features permissions 

ranked by InfoGain, as shown in Fig. 2.  
• Second, Dataset#2, which is based on features 

permissions ranked by GainRatio, as shown in Fig. 3.  
• Third, the original Dataset based on all permissions.  

To select the best reduced features set, WEKA [32] tool is 
used to evaluate the two sets against different classifiers.  
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Fig. 2 Top 58 ranked feature using InfoGain 

 
  

 
Fig. 3 Top 58 ranked feature using GainRatio 

 

VI. EXPERIMENTS 
  WEKA tool is used to evaluate the three data sets against 

different classifiers ,the results were compared that was 
obtained  f rom all experiments form dataset based on all 
permission and Dataset#1, which is based on f eatures 
permissions ranked by InfoGain Dataset#2, which is based on 
features permissions ranked by GainRatio  

A. Classifiers  
More than one classifiers from WEKA are used to evaluate 

the best features set. The used classifiers are: C4.5 algorithm 
(J48), feed forward artificial neural network 
(MultilayerPerceptron MLP), Support vector machine 
(LibSVM) , Radial Basis Function Network( RBFClassifier) , 
stochastic gradient descent (SGD)  , Logistic Regression 
(Logistic) , ExtraTree  , J48Consolidated , RandomForest Tree 
, RandomTree , K- nearest neighbours classifier (IBk) , KStar 
and best-first decision tree (BFTree)    

B. Testing Options 
WEKA has different mechanisms to divide the experimental 

dataset into training dataset and testing dataset testing that is  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
used to train and test the classifiers models. The first 
methodology is k-cross validation [33]. In k-fold cross-
validation, the dataset is randomly partitioned into k equal size 
subsamples. One subsample is used as the validation data for 
testing the model, and the remaining k-1 subsamples are used 
as training data. Then repeated k times, with each of the k 
subsamples used exactly once as the validation data. The k 
results from the folds can then be averaged to produce a single 
estimation. In the conducted experiments, two k values have 
been chosen, k=10 and k=3 folds. 

Another mechanism is simply to divide dataset into two 
portions in a random manner. Here, 66% of the original 
dataset are randomly chosen for training, and the remaining 
34% of the data are used for testing and the last testing option 
is the use of training data as the testing data.  

C. Measure of classifiers 
The evaluation was performed by measuring the following 

metric:  ( )
( )FNFPTNTP

TNTPAccuracy
+++

+
=                        (5) 

The Accuracy  is the percentage of predictions that is 
correct , where  TN is the number of benign applications  
correctly classified, TP is the number of malware cases  
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correctly classified,  FP is the number of benign applications 
incorrectly detected as malware, and FN is the number of 
malware incorrectly classified as benign applications (false 
negatives). 

D. Experiments steps 
First, the classifiers was trained using Dataset#1 that is based 
on reduced features selected by InfoGain, see Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4 the Accuracy for classifiers trained by Dataset#1 selected by 

InfoGain 
 
Then, the classifiers was trained using Dataset#2 that is based 
on reduced features selected by gain ratio, see Fig. 5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 the Accuracy for classifiers trained by Dataset#2 selected by 
GainRatio 

 
Finally, the classifier was trained using original Dataset 

with all permission, see Fig. 6. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 The Accuracy for classifiers trained by Dataset with all 
permissions 

 
 
 

VII. RESULTS 
In this section, some of results obtained from previous 

experiments are concluded.  
Fig. 7 show the results of the experiments conducted using 

k = 10 f old. The Fig. 7 show that in most of cases the 
classifications using the two reduced datasets give results 
better than that the classification using the dataset#3 gives. For 
example, with classifier MPL with learning rate .001 the 
reduced datasets give better result than using all permission, 
the classifier MPL (.001) with infoGain and RatioGain give 
accuracy 87.2308 % and with all permission give 86.7692 % 
and the best result given by all permissions given with RBF 
classifier 86.9231 % 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 Accuracy of classifiers using all permission and reduced 
permissions by InfoGain and GainRatio 10 folds 

 
Fig. 8 show the results of the experiments conducted using k = 
3 fold. Also, It is widely noted that classifications using the 
reduced datasets give results better that that given by 
classification using dataset#3 in most cases expect with SVM 
and RBF whereas the best result given with infoGain is the 
result given by MPL with leaning rate 0.25 is 87.3846 %, the 
best result given by GainRatio is given by MPL with learning 
rate .001 is 86.9231 % and the best rest result given by using 
all permission is given by RBF is 87.3846 %. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8 Accuracy of classifiers using all permission and reduced 
permissions by info and GainRatio 

 
But with using 34% as the testing option it is  noted that in 
some classifier using all permissions give better result than 
reduced permissions and with other classifier the reduced 
permission give similar or better result than all permission see 
Fig. 9 whereas the best result given with infoGain and 
Gainratio is the result given by MPL with leaning rate 0.001 is 
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89.5928 %, and the best rest result given by using all 
permission is given by RBF is 90.4977 %. 
 

 
 

Fig.  9 Accuracy of classifiers using all permission and reduced 
permissions by info and ratio gain 

 
So we can note from previous results in most cases 

especially with testing options 10 and 3 folds when we use the 
reduced permissions give equivalent or better results than 
using all permissions and with 34% as testing option the 
results are in with most classifiers are similar, so the reduced 
features set obtained by InfoGain or GainRatio can be used 
instead of using all android permissions as features for 
distinguish between benign and malware application. 
 

The comparison between results obtained by info gain and 
gain ratio show that the accuracy for classifier trained by the 
feature set selected by info gain and gainratio are very similar 
as shown in Fig. 10 . 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 InfoGain results against GainRatio result using 10 folds 
 

But with the 3 fold and 34% testing options the result show 
the InfoGain result is better than the ratio results Except 
GainRatio give better results than InfoGain with RT and Extra 
Trees classifiers as shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11 InfoGain results against GainRatio result using 3 folds 

 

 
 

Fig. 12 InfoGain results against GainRatio result using 34% of 
dataset as a testing set 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION  
In this  pa per  we  used  a ndroid system permissions as 

features that  ex tracted  from  Android application  ( .apk)  
files.  T he extracted data is used as features during a 
classification process of the applications. We focused on 
reducing number of features by selecting the best permissions 
that can distinguish between malware and benign applications.         

We collected 325 android malware application and 325 
benign applications and extracted the permissions and we 
reduced the number of permissions to 58 instead of using 151 
permissions and select permissions based on InfoGain and 
GainRatio and test the two different set against different 
classifiers. 

We concluded that the reduced permissions obtained by 
InfoGain or GainRatio , that  extracted  statically  from  .apk  
files,  coupled with  Machine  Learning  classifier can  provide  
good indication about the nature of an .apk file without 
running it on the smartphone and it can be used instead of 
using all android permissions as features for machine learning 
classifier to distinguish between benign and malware 
application where the best result given by reduced permissions 
whether InfoGain or GainRatio  i s 87.2308 %  a nd the best 
result obtained by using all permissions is 86.9231% .In the 
future work we will extract more features from applications to 
be combined with the reduced permissions . 
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